Referral
Programme
Recommend us to earn money automatically –
it's that easy
1. Recommend
StayGB
Distribute your personalised
referral link to your friends,
send by email or share on
your social media. Use our
hashtag #stayGB .

2. Wait for a
sale
Not that patient? Increase
your chances by sharing as
much as possible.

3. Earn money
You will automatically
receive your commission
once the sale of the
recommended product or
service has been completed
or in the case of a holiday
booking within 30 days of
departure.

How do the links work?
When you receive a product or service eligible for our referral scheme you will receive your
personalised referral link. The link will look like…

htps://staygb.com/~123
Where 123 is your personalised referral code.
This link will redirect the potential purchaser to the related product. Should a purchase be
made from this device within 60 days then you will earn commission. During the checkout
process the purchaser will be notified that a referral commission has been applied.

What’s the point? I’m not likely to earn anything
“My friends have all had their annual holidays so there is no point in
sharing the link.”
You can still earn by posting the link on social media. Remember, you can earn from
purchases made by individuals that you have not referred directly! For example, say you post
a photo with your referral link on Twitter. The tweet is retweeted many times over the next
few days. One of these users, whom you have no knowledge of, visits stayGB website via
your link and makes a holiday booking 35 days later. Result: you earn commission! Of course
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the number of allowed conversions is unlimited, the programme only ends when the link
goes dead after 12 months.

Commission Rates
Product / Service

Commission

Holiday Booking

15%

Bookings for a duration of 14 nights

10%

Bookings for a duration of 7 to 13 nights

5%

Short breaks of less than 7 nights

5%

Repeat or renewal contracts are not eligible

Berthing Contract

Additional requirements

Terms & Conditions
A. Referral links will only remain active for 12 months from the date they are issued. Thus
a purchase must be made within 14 months of the date the referral link is issued.
B. For a successful referral for a holiday booking, commission will be paid within 30 days
after the departure date of the holiday.
C. For a successful referral from a product purchase, commission will be paid within 30
days of the date of purchase.
D. To inform you of a successful purchase we will endeavour to contact you by email and
telephone to make payment. It is your responsibility to ensure that we have your
correct contact details. If we are still unable to contact you after 30 days have elapsed
we will void the referral link and no commission payments will be made.
E. Referral commission is only paid on eligible purchases made on the stayGB.com
website.
F. To activate the referral link it must be accessed within 14 days of its date of issue.
G. StayGB reserves the right to change the commission rates or remove a product /
service from the referral scheme without notice to you. Current commission rates will
be published on stayGB.com. The rate of commission paid will be that advertised at
the time of product or service purchase.
H. StayGB reserves the right to alter these Terms & Conditions or add or withdraw
products and services from the Referral Programme at any time.
I. These referral programme Terms and Conditions operate in conjunction with our
Terms of Business and specific Terms of Service.
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